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A GBM sample time-averaged spectrum!
GRB 130606B

BGO data (~200 keV - 40 MeV)NaI data (~8 - 900 keV)
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Synchrotron radiation: N(γ ) ∝ γ−p

The empirical Band function could be fitting: 
1) slow, low (lowest + middle) 
2) slow, high (middle + highest) 
3) fast, low (lowest + middle) 
4) fast, high (middle + highest) 
5) both (lowest + highest)

(Preece+02)



Sample cutting criteria:	

1) high fluence f(1-1000keV) > 1.0 × 10−4 erg cm−2 AND	

2) BGO signal detected above 3 MeV
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preliminary
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Band function fitting results:
sigma_norm / norm < 1.0 
sigma_Ep / Ep < 1.0 
sigma_alpha < 1.0 
sigma_beta < 1.0

245/314 ~ 80%

preliminary

preliminary
pulse-pile up in 130427A? (Preece+14)



p values suggest "slow, low" or "both"

preliminary

Band function fitting results:

s
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8p values also suggest "slow, low" or "both"

preliminary

Slow-cooling toy model fitting results:



Black: Band function 
Red: slow-cooling toy model 
+ blackbody component

effect of kT ~ 10 keV 
consistent with observations for 
high significance sub-dominant 
thermal GRBs (Guiriec+11,13; 
Axelsson+12)

effect of kT ~ 100 keV

preliminary
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Summary
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• hard bursts suggest slow-cooling is consistent (Preece+02, Burgess+14) 
• Band function may be fitting both the injection and cooling breaks > fast-cooling 

is not to be dismissed 
• triple power-law suggests small break ratios 
• when fitting a Band function, a Planck function is generally unnecessary (e.g. 

Burgess+14) 
• when fitting a triple power-law, a Planck function is generally needed, with either 

kT ~ 10 keV or ~ 100 keV 
• time-resolved spectral analysis may disentangle the thermal and non-thermal 

components in the prompt phase from the averaging effects in time-averaged 
spectra, which will be addressed in the Fermi GBM GRB Time-Resolved Spectral 
Catalog (Yu+ in prep.)
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Backup slide

According to the SYNC fitting results, there are two cases to consider: (1) the γSYNC is actually the 
high-energy segment in the slow cooling scenario, i.e. νmin and νcool are the predicted break values; or 
(2) γSYNC is indeed the middle-energy segment in the slow-cooling scenario, in this case the triple 
power-law is just mimicking the slowly varying BAND-like models. If (1) is true, then we can take the 
values of the γSYNC peaks ∼ −2.0 to −2.5, and we will have p ∼ 2 - 3. Looking at Table 2, it can be seen 
that it matches nicely with the "both" case; if (2) is true, then instead comparing to γSYNC, we should 
compare with βSYNC in Eqn. 8, and we will have p ∼ 3 - 4, which matches nicely with the "slow, low" 
case.	


Band function:

Slow-cooling toy model:
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Backup slide
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